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And Music, Sound     Mime Troupe Provides Entertainment at Glass Factory 

by Irene Jones    Tribune Staff Writer 

Mime is movement without sound, right? Wrong. At least according to the Salt Lake City Mime Troupe. 
(sic) The mimists -- all 13 of them -- gathered at the Glass factory at Arrow Press Square Friday Night to 
present "Clown's Cabaret," a mime show complete with mime, music, and sound. The unusual 
presentation was comical, well-planned, nice to listen to and well-done.    Find Seats    As the audience 
wanders into the theater to find seats, the mime/musicians are keeping early arrivers entertained with 
some fine jazz sounds. The mimists -- David, Matthew, Georgeo, Katie, and Patsy -- are seated around 
the room or wrapped around posts. Gradually the audience begins to realize that the show was under 
way and had been since the first person came into the theater. David and Matthew begin greeting the 
audience -- they shake hands, pat heads, remove shoes, scarves, hats. One girl is pulled from her seat 
and handed numerous invisible objects, which she graciously accepts. Finally she is allowed to return to 
the audience. The troupe mixes sound with mime, does some singing, gives us an intermission of jazz 
and a hilarious vaudville show for a finale.    Ping Pong Game    The sound comes during a ping pong 
game; foot races, a session where we learn what a shoe, hat, coat, and vegiweiner -- that's right -- is. 
Georgeo introduces the vaudeville acts with nonsensical descriptions, David manipulates a 
ventriloquist's dummy, portrayed by Matthew, the musicians leave their instruments and give us all a 
song and dance. And all of this is interspersed with mime. The mime is some of the best I've seen the 
troupe perform. Their puppet was flawless, moving each joint as the string was pulled. Expressions of 
hate, love, envy, disgust, pity, sincerity, mischief and loneliness were excellent. There was no story line 
to the show, merely a series of happenings that moved smoothly into one another. The Olympic medal 
winners suddenly were fighters; the fighters became arm wrestlers; they in turn, vied at ping pong; the 
ping pong game became a swimming meet -- or was it the other way around? The events were so swift 
and flowed together so well, the order of things becomes unimportant. Giving us relaxing jazz 
throughout the evening were Paul, Stewart, (sic) Greg, (sic) John, Jan. Mark, Mike and Dave (a probable 
too-fast edit) -- the troupe is known only by first names. "Clown's Cabaret" will continue Saturday and 
Dec. 20 and 21 at the Glass Factory in Arrow Press Square. 


